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Executive Summary 

The mixed signals from last week turned into buy signals this week. The trend remains and 

resumes up, as the market simple fails to invalidate the bullish count. 

 Price moved back above intermediate term uptrend lines, and remains solidly within 

long term uptrend channels. 

 Longer term moving averages chart remains bullish 

 Shorter term moving averages chart turned bullish again 

 TIs on daily chart gave bullish buy-signals. 

 TIs on weekly chart still somewhat of a mixed bag, but Bollinger bands starting to 

expand, which is bullish 

 Market breadth continues to be positive and all summation indices are now in buy. 

 Possible bearish rising wedge remains on the table. 

 Although not very likely, a move and close below SPX 2048 and then 1980 

invalidates the bull count: Primary III in Primary IV underway.  
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Market update 

To start with the simple and obvious: the market continuous to be in an uptrend. Figure 1 

shows the important intermediate term uptrend lines (blue) and S/R levels (red) since the 

October 2014 low. Although price moved below these trend lines earlier this month, it 

managed this week to climb above them again, as well as above the first S/R line. 

Figure 1. SPX daily chart: Price moved back above intermediate term trendlines 

 

The next 2 levels to take out for the bulls are the 2115 and 2120 price levels. If they can, 

and I think they will, then 2150s are next followed by 2190.  

Looking at the big picture, Figure 2, we can see how price continues to be inside the green 

uptrend channel and above important –parallel- long term trend lines (blue). 

Figure 2. SPX weekly chart: Price remains above trendlines and inside uptrend channel 

 

Hence, the trend remains up, and that’s all there is to it. Of course we can and should look 

at things in more detail and the next few pages will highlight that. 
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But before we do that, let’s take a look at the long term simple moving averages (SMA) chart; 

figure 3A. It continues to show NO bearish signs as all SMA are still stacked bullishly (longest 

SMA, dotted, lowest; shortest SMA on top). Figure 3B zooms in on the last 2 month and as 

you can see, all SMAs are still pointing up, and are still stacked bullishly. Once their relative 

position flip opposite we should become much more concerned. 

Figure 3. A) S&P 500 long term simple moving average chart: all SMAs are pointing up. B) 

Last 2 months only. 

 

 

As with the price charts in figure 1, the long term SMAs chart also shows that the trend 

remains up, and –again- that’s all there is to it. 
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The shorter term SMA chart is due to the sideways/up-biased price action over the past 

months obviously a bit more of a mixed bag; Figure 5A. But, all SMA are still above the long 

term SMA (dotted line), and this week most short term SMAs have started to point back up 

again; figure 5B. 

Figure 5. A) S&P500 shorter term SMA chart: more noise, but trend remains up 
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The weekly chart of the S&P500 chart, figure 6, continues to have tight Bollinger bands, but 

these are starting to expand (orange circle), while several TIs are still a mixed bag but 

improving. The RSI5 continued this week to point back up, while the A.I. continues to be in a 

sell (yellow circle). But, the MACD-line is pointing back up (red circle), while the FSTO is also 

trying to give a buy signal. Price –again!- this week found support at the 20w SMA.  

Figure 6. S&P500 weekly chart: somewhat of a mixed bag TI-wise. 
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Moving on to the regular daily chart, Figure 7, on Monday the A.I. gave another buy-signal 

after the prior (weak) sell-signal. Price since Monday continued to move up, and the MACD 

confirmed with also giving a buy-signal (red circle). The FSTO also gave a buy crossover and 

has plenty of room to grow (blue circle); allowing for more upside in price. Also here we can 

see how price remains inside the yellow and orange uptrend channels, and the daily SAR 

flipped below price on Friday, which is also bullish. Last but not least, the daily Bollinger bands 

are starting to expand, with price moving to the upper BB. This is also a bullish signal. 

Figure 7. S&P500 daily chart: many buy signals. 
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Elliot wave update 

In last weekend’s update I was looking for lower prices with an ideal target of SPX 2030-2035 

(the 61.8% retrace of minor 1). On Good Friday, when the cash markets were closed, the 

futures market (ES) did hit 2030 due to a disappointing jobs report, and reversed. But, the 

cash market on Monday never got to that price level. Hence, I believe the futures market 

made the minor 2 low that Friday, whereas the cash market is likely in a slightly different 

count; see figure 8. 

Since last week, one can count possible 5 waves up off the SPX 2048 low. If this is correct, 

than those 5 waves form minute i. Minute ii –if correct- should then find support in the 2075-

2070 price area, before minute iii of minor 3 of intermediate iii takes hold and takes prices 

rapidly to new ATHs. 

Figure 8. SPX hourly chart: possible 5 waves up. 

 

A break below SPX 2048 will invalidate this immediate bullish count and means the correction 

is on going. A break below SPX 1980 will mean a much larger correction is on going, likely 

Primary IV, but for now I find, based on the evidence provided in the previous 5 pages, both 

to be unlikely and we should continue to look up. 
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Market breadth 

Market breadth is, compared to last week, improving among market indices, with buy-signals 

on all three summation indices that I.I. tracks. Figure 9 shows that NYMO remains positive: 

more advancing then declining issues, and thus the bears have no chance until it turns 

negative again. In addition, the NYSI gave a buy signal last week and remains in a buy since. 

Figure 9. A) NYMO remains positive. B) NYSI buy signal continues (yellow circle) 
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More importantly, the summation indices for the tech-sector and S&P500 (NASI and SPX-SI, 

respectively) now also have buy-signals; Figure 10, yellow circles. The SPX-SI is coming 

back from oversold levels as the RSI5 was below 20 the weeks prior, and has now lots of 

room and time to increase; and so will price. 

Figure 10. A) NASI buy-signal, B) SPX-SI buy-signal. 
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Alternate Possibility 

In its 5th week now, the possible rising wedge formation remains on the table. Below is the 

WLSH5000 chart with this week’s additional price action, finding support at the rising lower 

(white) trend line. 

Figure 11. WLSH5000 with possible ending diagonal formation 

 

We’ll continue monitoring this pattern, but it remains an alternate price pattern until proven 

otherwise.  
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